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SAMUEL NEHARDEA

One of the most celebrated physicians in the Talmud was
Mar SamueL. He was a prolific author of medical dicta and a
scholar who possessed and applied his vast medical knowledge.

But this highly-talented physician also was well-known as a
law giver, a judge, and an astronomer.

He was born about 180 in Nehardea, Babylon, and died
there in 257. His father, a silk merchant, was himself a prom-
inent scholar. As a boy Samuel displayed rare ability, and the
father soon realized that he was unequal to the task of teaching
his son. Samuel was sent to Nisibis, where Judah ben Bathyra
had a famous college. In addition to Bible and the traditional
law, Samuel studied the sciences, including medicine.

On his return to Nehardea he studied under Levi ben Sisi'
(a disciple of Judah ha-Nasi), who exerted a great influence
on Samuel's development. His progress was so rapid that he

was soon considered equal to his teacher. When Sisi left, Sam-
uel accompanied his father to Palestine to study under Judah
ha-NasI (135-220), the editor of the Mishnah who is referred to
simply as Rabbi-master par excellence. It is recorded in Trac-
tate Baba Metziah (85) that Samuel cured the Rabbi of an eye

infection.

Samuel Yarhinaah was Rabbi's physician. Now, Rabbi, having con-
tracted an eye disease, Samuel offered to bathe it with a lotion, but

he said, "I cannot bear it." Then 1 wil apply an ointment to it; he
said this too 1 cannot bear; so he placed a phial of chemicals under
his pilow and he was healed.

Rabbi was most anxious to ordain Samuel, but never did.
Perhaps Rabbi could not assemble the ordination board, or pos-
sibly some members objected that Samuel devoted too much
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time to secular studies. So Samuel said, ironic1y,

Let it not grieve thee. 1 have seen in the book of Adam (according
to a legend), a book which God had shown to Adam containing the
geneology of the whole human race in which it is written Samuel
Yarhina-ah wil be called Sage but not Rabbi, and Rabbi's healing

shall come through him.

That is why he is called Mar Samuel and not Rabbi.
On another occasion he healed Rabbi, but instead of Rabbi

praising Samuel, ,he scolded him. It is recorded in the Talmud
that Samuel and Karna (both judges) were sitting by the bank
of the Nehar MaIka-the Royal Canal connecting the Eu-
phrates and the Tigres rivers at Nehardea and Noh-oza re-
pectively. Said Samuel to Karna,

A great man is coming from the west who suffers from stomach
trouble, and the water is 'rising to give him a welcome. Go and ,smell
his bottle (examine his knowledge-a humorous allusion to Karna's
abilty to judge wine J .

So Karna met Rabbi and asked him several legal questions.
"What is your name?" asked Rabbi. "Karna." "May it be

His will that a horn (keren is Hebrew for hornJ shall sprout
out from between his eyes," retorted Rabbi. Subsequently

Samuel took him into his house and gave him barley bread,
and a fish pie to eat and strong liquor to drink. (All this acted
as a laxative, but he did not show him the privy that he might be
eased. This was all part of the treatment.) Rabbi cursed, saying,

He whQ causes me pain may no sons arise from him and thus it was,
for Samuel had two daughters (Sabbath t08a).

The above episode is clarifed thus-it seems to indicate that
Samuel was practicing homeopathy-a system of therapy using
doses of medicine that produce the symptoms of the disease
treated. Rabbi cursed because his condition was made worse
before it was better. So in a sense Mar Samuel Nehardea was
sixteen hundred years ahead of Samuel Hanneman, who was the
Father of Homeopathy.
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From several references in the Talmud, Samuel seemed to
be especially skillful in the treatment of the eye. He once spent
eighteen months with a shepherd to study the eye diseases of
animals. He developed an eye salve which was known as Mar
Samuel and was In great demand. But he said,

Bathing the eye with cold water in the morning, and bathing the
hands and feet in hot water in evening is better than all the eye
salves in the world (Sabbath 145).

Samuel also preserved the health of Rab. The story is told
that there came before the Rosh Golutha (Exilarch) a young
deer whose hind legs were broken. Rab examined the deer in
the region of the juncture of the tendons and declared it to be
permitted. He was about to eat a portion of it grilled when

Samuel said to him, "Master have you no fear lest it has been
bitten by a snake?" "Then what is the remedy?" asked Rab.

"Let it be put into an oven and it will expose itself." It was
immediately put into an oven and it fell to pieces. Samuel ap-
plied the verse "There shall no mischief befall the righteous"

(Pro. 2:21) to Rab, and Rab applied the verse, '-'No secret
troubleth thee" (Dan. 4: 6) to SamueL.

As a physician Samuel claimed that he knew the cure of most
ills. He energetically opposed the thea current view, even in
intellectual circles, that most diseases were due to the evil eye,
ayin harah, declaring that the source of all diseases must be

sought in the noxious influence of the air and the climate upon
the human organism. Today when we are all attuned to the
fears of air pollution we can appreciate his warning nearly two
thousand years ago.

Many of his aphorisms are practical as well as logical and
scientific. He said that one was not to visit a patient until the
fever had left him. Venesection, which was a common thera-
peutic measure in those days, was recommended by Samuel
once in thirty days during middle age. What is most interesting
is the statement recorded in the Talmud, "For Samuel when
he was bled (when he performed venesection) a dish of pieces
of spleen was prepared." Was this not a forerunner of liver
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therapy discovered by the Nobel Laureate, Dr. Minot? Fol-
lowing venesection Samuel advised the patient to have food

and to keep warm. R. Hiyya bar Abin said in the name of
Samuel, "If one lets blood and catches a chill, a fie is made
for him on the Tammuz (Summer) Solstice. A teak chair was
broken up for Samuel (Sabbath 129). Ablet (a Persian sage

and astrologer and friend of Samuel) found Samuel sleeping

in the sun, and said he to him: "0 Jewish sage, can that which
is injurious be beneficial? It is a day of bleeding, replieth he,
and I require heat, etc."

He believed many diseases were due to the lack of clean-
liness (Sabbath 133) . He was very particular about
touching food without washing his hands. It is stated that Sam-
uel once found Rabbi eating with a cloth and said to him, "Is
it right to do so?" He assumed that he had not washed his hands
and Rabbi replied, "I am very sensitive." He washed his hands
but would not touch his food with his fingers but always wrap-
ped a cloth aroúnd them (Chulin 1 07b). Samuel was also very

careful to abstain from drinking water that had been standing
uncovered (Abodah Zarah 30). Rab did not drnk water of

an Armean's house.. Samuel, on the other hand, would not

drink water in the house of a widow. In the absence of the fear
of the husband, he said, she would not necessarily keep the

water covered. He, however, drank water in the house of an

Armean because even if they are not particular about uncov-
ered liquids, they are particular about cleanliness (so they will
keep it covered for the sake of cleanliness).

He traced the course of other illnesses to the disturbance of
the regular mode of living. As he expressed it briefly: "A
change of diet is the beginning of bowel trouble" (Ketubot
i lOb). According to Samuel, it was necessar to lead a life
of regularity adjusted to the cycle to which one was accustomed.
In our jet age we can appreciate this because the inherent abil-
ity of creatures to anticipate and adjust to conditions in their
normal surroundings is a most important asset in survval. For
example, most people are in harmony with a schedule in which
there are certain hours for sleeping and certain hours to be
awake. If one arrives by jet in another country where the rhy-
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thm of waking and sleeping is changed one does expenence
fatigue and diffculty in normal activity . We now understand
that life is expressed as a continuous cyclic motion synchronized
with itself and with the world around us.

In order to preserve one's health, Samuel also recommended
that "up to the' age of forty food is more beneficial; thereafter
drink is more beneficial" (Sabbath 152). Modern medicine
agrees with this. Or "He who washed his face and does not dry
it well, scabs will break out on him; what is the remedy? Let
him wash it well in beet juice (or water in which vegetables
were thoroughly boiled).n Among other aphorisms of his we
find: "Sleep at dawn is like a steel edge to iron" (Berakhot 62);
"All reptiles have a poisonous venom; that of a serpent is fatal,
while that of other reptiles have no fatal effect." Samuel seemed
to understand the principle of immunity. He said to Hyya ben
Rab:

Son of a scholar, come and let me tell you a good thing which your
father Rab used to say. Thus said your father-the reason why those
swollen Armeans who drink that is kept uncovered suffer no fatal
consequences is because through eating abominable and creeping
things their bodies become immune from it (A vodali Zarah 3IB).

Not only did Mar Samuel study diseases of the eye in ani-
mals, but he made other investigations. Notable among them
was the experiment with Beza Trumitha, namely an egg boiled
down to the size of a pil which on being swallowed by the

patient passes through the body unchanged, carrying with it
matter which helps the physician in making a diagnosis (Ne-
darim 6). As stated in the Talmud,

What is Beza Trunzitha? Samuel said: "The slave who can prepare
one is worth a thousand dinari, for it must be placed a thousand

times in hot water, and a thousand times in cold water. until small
enough to be swallowed whole. If one is ulcerated, it attracts the
matter to itself and when it passes out the doctor knows what medi-
cine is required and how to treat the patient.

Samuel used to examine himself with a Kulha-the stalk of

some plant (which acted like Beza Trumitha)-a process which
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so weakened him that his household tore their hair in despera-
tion (Nedarim 50).

The following episode indicates that Samuel was also a good
epidemiologist. Once Samuel was informed that pestilence was
raging among the inhabitants of Be-Hozal (the modern city of
Khurzistan) and he ordained a fast. The people said to him-
surely Be-Hozal is a long distance away from here (Nehardea).
He replied-would then a crossing prevent it from spreading?
In other words, travelers will carry the disease as we have now
learned in an era of world-wide transportation (Chulin 101).

Samuel also showed some skill as an embryologist: "A cer-
tain sac (embryo) was submitted to the master Samuel; he said,
'This is fortYhone days old.' A formal investigation of the case
proved that he was correct (Nidah 30)," As a physician he

was meticulous about the care of the patient. He advised people
not to visit a patient with a fever. As a sign of his profession

he sometimes drew the figure of a palm branch as his signature.
After he had studied the Mishnah and the civil laws, he re-

turned to his native city, Nehardea. His reputation as a teacher
of the law had preceded him and many pupils gathered about
him. Mar Ukba, a former pupil, appointed him judge in the
court of Nehardea. Samuel and Kama were called the "Judges
of the Diaspora." His integrity as a judge is revealed by his

soundness of moral principles. He interpreted the verse, "Thou
shall take no bribe" (Exodus 23: 8), that not only may a judge
not accept a bribe of money; but even a bribe of words is also
forbidden. Mar Samuel was passing over a bridge when a man
gave him his hand to support him. Mar Samuel asked the man
why? The man replied that he had a suit pending. Then, said
Samuel, "I am disqualified in acting for you in this suit" (Ke-
tubot l05h).

Samuel was also known for his epoch making contributions to
the doctrine of J udaIsm. He declared that the law of the land
where Jews reside was as binding on the Jews as was their own
law and that it was forbidden to deceive anyone, Jew or pagan
(Chulin 94). He applied this strict rule in his own dealings. Sam-
uel was once crossing on a ferry-boat, and said to his attendant-
reward the ferryman. He rewarded him but Samuel became
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angry. Why was he angry. Abaye said: Because the attendant
had a treta hen and gave it to the ferryman~ representing it as
one that was ritually slaughtered. Rab said-because Samuel
told him to give him (the Gentile) Ampaka to drink and he
gave him mixed wine to drink and the Gentile thought it was
unmixed (Chulin 94).

Samuel also stated that anyone who was not well versed in
the laws of marriage and divorce should not offciate at a mar-
riage ceremony. He was concerned with the social and economic
conditions of his people and declared that one should assist
one's fellow man at the first sign of approaching diffculty so as
to prevent trouble. As a physician he applied the principle of
prevention to poverty just as to disease.

Mar Samuel also gained a reputation as an astronomer. The
lowlying plain between the Euphrates and the Tigris had been
the cradle of astronomy, but soon degenerated into the pseudo
science of astrology. Because of his Jewish education which for-
bids the practice of divination and soothsaying (Leviticus

19: 30), he occupied himself with astronomy in spite of the fact
that he studied with the Gentile scholar Ablat, who was an astrol-
oger. Samuel used to boast that he was as well acquainted with

the ways of the skies as he was with the streets of Nehardea. He
turned his knowledge of astronomy to a practical account; he
drew up a fixed calendar for the festivals so that the Jews in
Babylon did not depend on Palestine for the determination of
the new moon. He was therefore also called Samuel Yeharnea
(Hebrew Y orea, the moon expert).

Samuel's logical mind and analytical power is to be found
in his lore as well as in his laws. He seemed to stress that Jew-
ish history has a moral and prophetic aspect; it teaches the
virtue of morality. He said, "On the day Solomon married
Pharaoh's daughter, the archangel Michael descended from

heaven and stuck a great pole in the sea, which gathered mud
about it. So the place became like a thicket of reeds and formed
the site of Rome." The most obvious interpretation seems to
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be that Solomon's kingdom, a most glorious period, seemed
destined for punishment, even though centuries away, when
moral values started to crumble. For Rome in 70 A.D. con-
quered and destroyed the Jewish State. As Rabbi Herman said:
"God is long suffering but he collects his due."

Mar Samuel was of an even temperament, avoiding enthu~
siasms and demonstrativeness. While his contemporaries be-

lieved that in the Messianic period all sorts of miracles would
occur, Samuel propounded the view that every day would still
follow its natural course, but that the subjection of Israel to
foreign rulers would come to an end.

Some of his remarks indicate that he loved life-had ¡oie de
vivre. He said to Judah: "Keen disciple make haste. Eat and
drink since the world from wmch we must depart is like a wed-
ding feast" (Erubin 54a). He also declared, "He who indulges

in fasting is a sinner." Every festive occasion, he believed,

should be enjoyed fully. "A wedding may not be held in a
festival week because we do not mix one joy with another; and
no mourning rites on the Sabbath." To enjoy life, one must not
hustle and hurry. "Who forces time is pushed back by time;
who yields to time finds time on his side" (Erubin 136).

Mar Samuel had many admirable characteristics and many
noble qualities. He was distinguished for his modesty, gentle-

ness and unselfishness. He had the humilty of a true scholar.
He said, "God exalts the self-humbling and humbles the self~
exalting" (Erubin 13 b ) . Furthermore, "Greatness flees from
him who seeks it and follows him who flees from it." He was
very sensitive about the dignity of man and careful not to in-
sult others. "Who stigmatizes others does so with one's own
blemishes" (Kiddushin 70). He was ever ready to subordinate
his own interests to those of the community. He has said, "A
man may never exclude himself from the community, but must
seek his welfare in that of society (Bar 49b).

Such was this man of immense knowledge; judicial mind,
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humble and kind, and of noble character. In Hebrew there is
a word that describes a man in whom all is contained-uni-
versality of knowledge and nobility of character-Ish Eshkolot.
It is a play of words-Ish-Sheakol Bo-he is like a cluster of
golden grapes. Such a man was Mar SamueL.
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